
Speechless draws score and thematic 
material from the 2014 Human Rights 
Commission (HRC) report entitled ‘The 
Forgotten Children: National Inquiry into 
Children in Immigration Detention’. The  
work is an abstract examination of how 
wordless music — vocal and instrumental 
— can empower text that is hidden or 
suppressed. The musicians ‘re read’  
the report through the score.

Hope’s graphic notation practice is 
animated, and unique software was 
developed for the opera, which sees  
the moving score delivered to the  
performers using networked iPads  
and projections. The work explores  
vocal techniques that owe more to  
popular and electronic music than  
classical voice, engaging four soloists,  
a 30-piece community choir and the 
50-piece Australian Bass Orchestra  
formed from low strings, low winds,  
bass guitars, bass brass, bass drums,  
piano, harp and electronics.

The work follows the structure of 
conventional opera with an overture, arias, 
recitatives and choral sections. The score 
derives material from the HRC report such  
as drawings, graphics, tables and design 
schema. The vocal material is presented  
as notated, ‘wordless singing’ — a type  
of singing without understandable words 
pioneered by the likes of Ennio Morricone  
in the 1970s, informed by the experimental 
work of singers such as Cathy Berberian, 
Joan La Barbara and sound poet Amanda 
Stewart.

 

The fully staged version of Speechless will  
be premiered at the Perth Festival in 2019. 
The music was workshopped and shown in 
Adelaide in 2017 to critical acclaim.

Speechless:  
A New Experimental 
Australian Opera
Speechless is a 70-minute experimental opera that pays homage  
to persons left without a voice — legally, politically or culturally.  

This project is a personal musical reflection on groups rendered 
speechless by way of imposed restrictions, such as ‘refugee status’  
or lack of access to legal representation. It attempts to create a truly 
contemporary opera that engages a major issue of our time and place, 
contemporary music practice and digital technology. It is the world’s 
first animated notation opera.
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